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Disclaimer
‣Subject matter is for educational purposes only
‣We are not Lawyers, CPA’s, Financial Planners, etc.
‣You should always have your contracts, taxes, business 
plans, etc. reviewed by an attorney and/or financial 
advisor before completing any real estate transactions
‣Government regulations also require that I disclose the 
results I discuss are not typical results.  I am an action 
taker and I have achieved remarkable results, and the 
students that I talk about are action takers, and not your 
typical average investors. 
‣ I believe most people don’t take any action and therefore 
get 0 results.  Only you can decide if you’re going to be a 
typical, average person or an above average action taker
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Welcome Big Dogs!
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About the Big Dog
‣Fast Moving Program
‣As with any expedition - You must 
keep up and stay on track
‣Everything is RECORDED - but try to KEEP UP!

‣Start taking notes - NOW
‣Start GETTING UP EARLY
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Our Expectations
‣Study and TAKE ACTION
‣Develop the “behaviors” of a Big Dog
‣Each week you will receive homework assignments... if 
you complete these, you develop Big Dog habits.. and 
start getting big dog results!

‣Self-paced, but, try to complete the 
12-week quick start - in 12 weeks! 
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12 Weeks To Big Dog...
1.Bonus: Business 

Infrastructure and Branding

2.Build Lead Broker Business 
(Base Camp 1)

3.Bonus: Negotiating

4.Build Deal Broker Business 
(Base Camp 2)

5.Bonus: Due Diligence, 
Analysis, Agreements

6.Bonus: Financing & Creating 
Offers 
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7. Build Deal Doer 
Business (Base Camp 3)

8. Deal Doer - Part II: Incl 
Advanced Negotiating 
& Closes

9. Build Deal Holder 
Business (Base Camp 4)

10. Bonus: Advanced 
Business Mgmt

11. Build Big Dog Business 
(Base Camp 5)

12.  Bonus: The $250K+/yr 
Case Study/Plan
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The Plan...
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‣THINK like a real 
mountain climber
‣Just concentrate on 
each milestone

Base 
camp

Base 
camp

Base 
camp

Base 
camp

Base 
camp

Milestones!
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How Do You Eat An Elephant?
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The Big Dog Model...
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The Big Dog Model...
‣Build a Business 
with a MARKETING 
MACHINE and   
NETWORK that 
provides you with:
‣ Leads
‣Deals

‣ Partners
‣Money

‣ Buyers 

‣ Sellers
‣ Etc.
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Deals

Money

Partners

Lenders

Buyers

Sellers

Haves Wants

Big Dog

Best 
Marketing

Best  
Network
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Today’s Training

1.Getting Started
2.Branding
3.Infrastructure
4.Relational Capital
5.Review Homework
6.Accountability

11
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1. Getting Started
‣You should have already received: 
‣Welcome email

‣REIMatcher login info (via email)

‣ Invitation to webinars (today, Wednesday, etc.)  (via 
email)

‣Access to multiple training programs on REIMatcher
‣ RE-Volution

‣AMPS

‣All-In-One 

‣My REI Marketing Machine

‣Access to GOLD coaching (and Gold coaching archive) 
on REIMatcher
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Getting Started
‣You will also receive
‣Your Big Dog Patch!

‣Access to Big Dog Fulfillment Site (via REIMatcher)
‣Weekly training modules, Q/A calls, Homework 

‣ Invitation to Yahoo Email Groups
‣Current Big Dogs:  BigDogModel@YahooGroups.com

‣ Invitation to Big Dog Facebook (private group)
‣ http://www.reimaverick.com/BigDogGroup   (Join NOW)

‣Business Launcher fulfillment form (via email) 

‣Big Dog Survey (from phill@LoveAmericanHomes.com)

‣VIP Live Event Schedule - You’ll be notified
13
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REIMatcher - Start Getting Familiar 
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Training 
Tab

Write 
this down!
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Buyer Squeeze 
Pages

1

Seller Squeeze 
Pages

Lead Mgnt CRM

Property Syndication up 
to 250 Sites

PRO

Auto-Responders

PRO

15000+ Investor Network
20,000+ Buyer Network

Social Media 
Integration

PRO

The World’s Largest 
Wholesale Marketplace 

(Wholesale Properties with 
Financing)

Blueprint
Training

PRO

PRO
PRO
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REIMatcher... Pro!

Professional
 Website

Auto Contract 
Generator

PROPRO

The REI 
Scoreboard

PRO

Pro
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In Case You Need Help
‣Your Big Dog Concierge: Nancy, 
Britney, Chris, etc. can help with access 
to training, resources, support, etc.)
‣support@loveamericanhomes.com

‣ (512) 853-9522 ext. 112 (Nancy) and ext. 113 (Brittney)

‣Your Business Technology Aid: Spain 
Hutchingson can help with REIMatcher/
Tools, websites, technology help, etc.)
‣Spain@reimatcher.com

‣ (888) 280-3320 and selecting ext 1
16
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Section 1 Homework
‣Log into REIMatcher.com and get familiar 
with where everything is. Start using it!
‣Block out TIME on your schedule for 
‣Weekly training (2 hours)

‣Weekly Q/A (2 hours)

‣Weekly homework (2-3 hours)

‣Extra Credit (up to an additional 10+ hours)

‣Verify you have access to: REIMatcher, 
Big Dog Training, Business Launcher, etc. 
‣If anything does not work, call for help
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TRAP ALERT!!!
‣Don’t FALL BEHIND!!!
‣Top advice from past Big Dogs!

‣Treat the homework (often marketing) 
as URGENT, not CRITICAL
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Today’s Training

1.Getting Started
2.Branding
3.Infrastructure
4.Relational Capital
5.Review Homework
6.Accountability

19
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2. Branding
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Branding and Your Company...

‣It all starts with a name... or 3...
‣You need different brands for 
different audiences
‣Motivated Sellers

‣Buyers

‣ Investors

21
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Phill’s Branding
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Facebook

Google +

Twitter

LinkedIN

Professional
(Investor)
Brand

Seller 
Brand Buyer Brand

Don’t Do This!

CUT 
Branding
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Why So Many?
‣Specific Audiences have specific 
needs:
‣For example, who are you going to go to first 
(especially online) to SELL a home: 
‣ 1) “Texas Property Ventures LLC”

‣ 2) “Texas Home Buyers LLC”

‣Brands take on identities (max 2-3)
‣Did you even know:
‣ Sony has a Chemicals business? 

‣Motorola makes bar code readers? 

‣Microsoft makes a search engine?
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Your “Motivated Seller” Brand

‣Audience:
‣ Motivated Sellers
‣ Realtors, Mortgage Brokers, Attorneys - that have sellers needing non-

traditional (usually FAST) selling solutions 
‣ ~Any sellers (you refer non-motivated to realtors)

‣What does your target audience want?
‣ 1) Sell fast, 2) No cost, 3) No credit harm, 4) Money (not always required) 

‣Message: 
‣ “We Buy Houses” - most recognized “brand” in the space
‣ Cash, Fast, As-is = any condition, Any problem = no problem
‣ Optional: “We are investors” (Pro: speed, as-is, and no closing costs, 

Con: less money than traditional)

‣Brand Equity Value: Low
24
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Your “Investor” Brand
‣Audience:
‣ Other investors, Potential lenders, partners, etc.
‣ Power Team Members

‣What does your audience want
‣ Potential lenders and Partners: 1) Safety, 2) High return, 3) Speed, 4) Rinse 

and Repeat
‣ Power Team: reciprocity (They make $$ working with you)
‣ Other Investors: Partnering, Reciprocity, Education/mentors

‣Message: 
‣ We buy distressed homes at below market prices, and resell them for profit
‣ Utilize non-traditional real estate techniques to flip or wholesale properties 

for profit 
‣ We offer safe, high-return, short-term real estate investments 

‣Brand Equity Value: High
25
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Investor Brand Examples: 
‣Ironshore Properties LLC
‣Tierra Capital Management LLC
‣Endure Commercial Capital
‣Mint Real Estate Investments
‣American Capital Advisors
‣Olive Grove Partners
‣Texas Property Ventures LLC
‣Wong International Investments
‣Stonelake Capital Partners LLC
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Your “Buyer” Brand
‣Audience:
‣Owner Finance Buyers
‣~Any buyers (you refer traditional to Realtors)
‣ Realtors, Mortgage Brokers, Attorneys - that have buyers needing 

non-traditional (usually owner finance) buying solutions 

‣What does your target audience want?
‣ 1) Own a home, 2) Affordable “terms”, 3) No credit check, 4) 

Minimal Money Down (usually) 

‣Message: 
‣ “Rent to Own”  (Higher response rate than “seller financing”)
‣ “No Bank Financing Needed”

‣Brand Equity Value: Moderate
27
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Brands and Entities
‣Generally recommend doing business in an 
entity (LLC, LP, Corp)
‣The entity that actually BUYS property 
(enters into contracts) is probably the 
“Investor Brand”, or the “Seller Brand”
‣Consider using “Doing Business 
As” (DBA’s) for your other brands
‣Much simpler and less expensive than managing multiple LLCs

‣More details on this in the “Operations” 
training of All-In-One

28
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DBA Example: One Company = 3 
Brands
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Additional DBAs (optional)

Three Brands Doing Business as Investor Brand LLC

Investor Brand LLC
www.Investor Brand LLC.com

Buyer Brand
(DBA for Investor Brand LLC)

www.BuyerBrand.com

Seller Brand
(DBA for Investor Brand LLC)

www.SellerBrand.com

One LLC

Two DBA’s
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http://www.TheWeBuyHouses.com
http://www.TheWeBuyHouses.com
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DBA Example: One Company = 3 
Brands
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Capital Partners of America LP
www.CapitalPartnersOfAmericaLP.com

Love American Homes, LLC
(Managing Member for Capital Partners of America LP)

Centex Rent to Own
(DBA for Capital Partners of America LP)

www.CentexRentToOwn.com

The We Buy Houses
(DBA for Capital Partners of America LP)

www.TheWeBuyHouses.com

Hippie Hollow Homes (redirect)
www.HippieHollowHomes.com
Fast Cash For Keys (redirect)
www.FastCashForKeys.com
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Entity Best Practices
‣In general, set up an LLC to get started - 
Make it your “flipper”
‣A flipper entity will help you avoid “dealer status” personally
‣More detail in the Operations Training

‣An LP some advantages - claiming income 
as passive (no employment taxes)
‣A C-Corp or S-Corp may have some 
advantages: writing off more expenses
‣Remember: speed of execution = don’t over 
think this. You can change things later...

31
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Top 10 Ways to Get a Name
1.Do it yourself
2.Ask your friends
3.Get f’d up
4.Call a board meeting
5.Use a machine  (online naming tools)
6.Have a contest
7.Steal something
8.Ask a kindergartener
9.Find an available URL
10.Hire a naming company

32
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Top Naming Mistakes
‣ Mistake #1: Getting the "committee" involved in your decision. 

‣ You often end up with a consensus decision, which results in a very safe, very vanilla name (AltiVec vs. “Velocity Engine”)

‣ Mistake #2: Employing the "train wreck" method of creating a name. 
‣ Combining words in awkward ways yields weird names. i.e. QualiServe

‣ Mistake #3: Using words so plain they'll never stand out in a crowd. 
‣ Example: General Motors

‣ Mistake #4: Taking the atlas approach and using a map to name your company
‣ We outgrew “Love Austin Homes” and changed to “Love American Homes”

‣ Mistake #5: Turning your name into a cliche
‣ Careful using overused metaphors: Apex Investments... Pinnacle Partners...

‣ Mistake #6: Making your business name so obscure, customers will never know what 
it means. 
‣ My last high tech company: Legerity - hard to pronounce, meaningless in english, French

‣ Mistake #7: Taking the Campbell's soup approach to selecting a name. 
‣ Don’t go for the misspelled names on purpose

‣ Mistake #8: Choosing the wrong name and then refusing to change it. 
‣ Remember speed of execution. Do the best you can quickly and give yourself the next year or so to come up with the 

perfect name

‣ Mistake #9 & #10: Taking too long to come up with a name!!
‣ Spend no more than 45 minutes and GO. Then you can day-dream about it for the next year and if you come up with 

something better - switch! 
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Final Tips on Names
‣Chose domain names with business 
names...
‣ It’s easier to search for domains first

‣Search at godaddy.com or other
‣Some sites “lock out” a name if you don’t buy it

‣Make business name = domain name 
- not a variation
‣Always use a “.com” for business

34
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Section 2 Homework
‣Select 3 names for your seller, 
investor, and buyer brands
‣Give yourself 45 minutes per name... you can change it 
later (if you get a better name), but we gotta move fast!

‣Buy the URLs 
‣www.Bluehost.com, or other  (~$13/ea)

‣Set up an LLC
‣http://www.startbizhere.com/   ($45 + filing fees)
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TRAP ALERT!!!
‣Don’t WASTE TIME trying to come up 
with the perfect brands
‣ It just does not matter much

‣Spend no more than 45 minute and 
MOVE ON!!
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Today’s Training

1.Getting Started
2.Branding
3.Infrastructure
4.Relational Capital
5.Review Homework
6.Accountability
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3. Infrastructure
‣To get everyone ROLLING at full 
speed, we have arranged to enroll 
you in our “Business Launcher” 
program
‣Set up your websites (3+)

‣Business cards 

‣Google Docs
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Business Launcher - Fulfillment...
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You should have received this form, via 
email. If not, please call Diana
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Business Launcher - Fulfillment...
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Business Launcher - Fulfillment...
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Business Launcher - Fulfillment...
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Business Launcher - Fulfillment...
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Business Launcher - Fulfillment...
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Business Launcher - Fulfillment...
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Business Launcher - Fulfillment...
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LOVEAMERICAN
HOMES Love American Homes, LLC

Phill GroveSenior Managing Partner

O: 512-853-9522F: 512-853-5750

www.LoveAmericanHomes.com

pgrove@LoveAmericanHomes.com {Office AddressOptional}
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Also Included...
‣Google apps...
‣Vanity email address:
‣phill@LoveAmericanHomes.com

‣Google calendar

‣Optional: Google Voice!
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Section 3 Homework
‣Complete Business Launcher profile 
form (ASAP)
‣Explore Google Docs
‣Optional: Explore Google Voice
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TRAP ALERT!!!
‣DO IT ASAP
‣Get these steps OUT OF THE WAY! 
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Today’s Training

1.Getting Started
2.Branding
3.Infrastructure
4.Relational Capital
5.Review Homework
6.Accountability
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4. Relational Capital
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‣How do I form relationships with the 
right people? 
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The Big Dog Model...
‣Build a Business 
and NETWORK 
that provides 
you with:
‣Leads
‣Deals

‣Partners

‣Money

‣Buyers 

‣Sellers
‣Etc.
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Deals Money
PartnersLeads

Buyers

Sellers

Haves

Wants
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Big Dog - How To

53

Leads
Deals

Partnering
Money

Training
Tools/Tech

Network
Information
PowerTeam

Resources

Big
Dog

InvestorsRelational
Capital
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Steps
‣Identify the right people
‣Build Relational Capital
‣Make Contact

‣Add value

‣Engage
‣ Leads (Base Camp 1)

‣Deals (Base Camp 2)

‣ Partnering (Base Camp 3)

‣Networking, Tools, Training, REIA, etc. (Base Camp 5)
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How to find people
‣REIAs  
‣Google: “Real estate investing club”

‣Meet-up  
‣www.meetup.com  - search for “real estate investing”

‣Social Media: 
‣ Facebook, LinkedIn, Google+ 
‣ Search within site for “{city name} real estate investing”

‣Events
‣Google “{city name} real estate events”

‣REImatcher Network
‣Goto Network/Investor Network
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Def: Relational Capital
‣Relational capital is defined as all 
relationships - market relationships, 
power relationships and cooperation - 
established between companies and 
people, which stem from a strong 
sense of belonging and a highly 
developed capacity of cooperation
‣It is your Network..
‣Your Net worth = Your Network
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Ask Yourself
‣Why would I invest in you?
‣Why would I do business with you if you 
have no experience in real estate?
‣Why would I want to make more money 
when I already have enough?
‣Why would I do business with you, I 
don’t even know you?
‣Why would I split 50-50 with you, if you 
have no/less experience?
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How to approach people
‣Never pitch them at the first meeting
‣Ask them what their biggest 
challenges are in their business
‣Ask them how you could help them 
(knowing that you probably already 
have the answer.... but are not going 
to talk about it to them at the first 
meeting)
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Write this 
down!
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Relational Capital How To: 
Establish Trust & Credibility

‣You must establish trust and 
credibility before giving your pitch 
‣We suggest at least a 2 call process
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Write this 
down!
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Relational Capital How To: 
They may not purchase it now

‣Never assume they’ll purchase your 
product or service on the first 
encounter - that’s rare
‣If they don’t purchase, meet them in 
person at the REIA or Meet-up or ask 
them to lunch
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Relational Capital How To: 
Engage them on their terms

‣When you try to do business with 
someone in a higher business stature 
and they open a door for you, you 
have to go in.  You have to engage 
them on their terms
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Relational Capital How To: 
Quality not Quantity

‣Focus on building quality relationships 
- not just a high quantity of partners
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Relational Capital How To: 
Make them Feel Good

‣They may forget what you said, but they’ll never forget 
how you made them feel
‣Example: Complementing “I heard you are one of the top 
investors in {Dallas}” - only say it if it’s true
‣Don’t make them feel like you are just an information 
source and after they get the information you don’t matter 
-  Don’t make them feel “used” - you must contribute
‣Case Study: “I can see you are a mover and shaker ...I’d 
like to find a way to work with you” 
‣ He plotted a course to build a relationship with me - It made me feel like a big shot 

and like he was going to try to do something to help me and build a relationship 
instead of just using me.

‣Case Study: “Can you help me {XYZ}”... over and over...
‣ Some people just make you feel used. You feel little interest in helping them. 
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Getting Started: Add Value!
What to Say to Prospective Partners...

‣I’m part of a network of investors that has 
access to local wholesale properties as 
well as non-MLS bank owned inventory.  
‣We are looking to sell these to local real 
estate investors
‣Are you looking for good deals on 
wholesale properties?  Can we add you 
to our buyer’s list, and email you deals 
when we get them? 
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Getting Started: Add Value, cont.

‣Can you give me an idea of what kind of properties 
you are looking for and what areas?
‣ Nice to know where others are investing!

‣Can you give me an idea about your business model?
‣ Nice to know how others make money!

‣ I’m also working on building my own network and 
looking for ways to add value. Is there anything else 
you need, or any other way I can help you with in 
your business.
‣ Nice to know what people need

‣Follow up, The next day: I was talking with my 
partner and I actually have {a lead service} that might 
be very helpful to you.
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Telephone Script: Call 1
‣ Ring, ring
‣ PG: Hello, this is Phill
‣ Investor: Hi Phill, my name is {John Smith} and I’m calling you because 

I’m part of a network of investors that has access to local wholesale 
properties as well as non-MLS bank owned inventory. We are looking to 
sell these to local real estate investors. I found you {online} and you look 
pretty active. Are you looking for deals on wholesale properties?  

‣ PG: Sure, send them over.
‣ Investor: Can we add you to our buyer’s list, and email you deals when 

we get them? 
‣ PG: No problem!
‣ Investor: Great!  What sort of deals are you looking for, and where?
‣ PG: Central Austin. Pretty much anything 70% of ARV minus repairs. 
‣ Investor: Let me get your name, number, and email and I’ll start sending 

you anything we find that I think you might be interested in. 
‣ PG: OK, Thanks. 
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Tip: Develop your own 
script and style. Be 
Authentic. Practice!
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Telephone Script: Call 1 Continued

‣ Investor: By the way, can you tell me about your business model in 
general?

‣ PG: We flip about 50 properties/year - some wholesale and some 
fix and flip 

‣ Investor: I’m also working on building my own network and looking 
for ways to add value. Is there anything else you need, or any other 
way I can help you with your business

‣ PG: Hard to say... I’m just always looking for good deals, like most 
people

‣ Investor: (Note: Only say this if they ask what else you do:) We have 
a lead service to help investors that are looking for motivated seller 
leads...

‣ Investor: One last question, are there any REIA or Meet-up Groups 
you belong to?  I’d love to meet you in person?

‣ PG: Yes...
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At this point...
‣We have established contact, rapport
‣Added some value (buyer’s list)
‣Next steps, see if we can recruit some 
people to join our marketing co-op, 
buy leads or pay referrals, share 
power team references, etc. 
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Base Camp 1 - The Lead Broker

‣Vision: Establish a 
“lead business” to 
sell leads to 
investors
‣Generate income

‣Build’s relational capital

‣Master marketing!

‣Builds your brand (with 
other people’s money)
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Yellow Letters

Lead Service

Other Marketing

Your Branded
Seller Site

Marketing
CO-OP

Leads
YOU

Investor 1

Investor 2

Investor 3
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Remember...
‣Most people won’t “Buy” on the first 
encounter...
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Telephone Script: Call 2
‣Investor: I was thinking about our conversation 
{yesterday} and said you were looking for 
{“wholesale deals in the Austin area”} 
(regurgitate exactly what they told you)  and I was 
thinking about something that might be 
interesting to you.  It occurred to me that you 
might also be looking for motivated seller leads.  
Many of the investors in our Network are using 
our lead service that generates motivated seller 
leads.  Are you looking for motivated seller leads?
‣PG: Yes, sounds interesting. How do you get 
these leads? 
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Telephone Script: Call 2 continued

‣ Investor: These are motivated seller leads generated from a 
variety of sources including yellow letter, direct mail marketing, 
some proprietary national online lead networks, and using some 
proprietary list sources including divorce, probate, and 
bankruptcy lists.  These are mostly exclusive leads that are 
randomly distributed to the investor subscribers - members of 
our marketing co-op - who pay a flat rate of {$50/lead} (or in 
some cases i give people leads in exchange for referral fees for 
leads that result in purchases).  There’s no minimum or maximum 
commitment.  Just tell me how many leads you want per month 
you want and you pay by the lead.  You can cancel or adjust your 
service at any time.  This will bring you more leads and deals and 
more money without having to do the marketing yourself.
‣ PG: Hummm... Yes, I do need motivated seller leads, but I’ve got 

a few questions and concerns...
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Objection Based Marketing
‣Objections are part of life and 
business.  One must be prepared to 
hear 10 No’s for each YES
‣ ...But that one yes changes everything.  It takes one 
deal, one person and one opportunity to change your 
life and business forever.

‣One must be prepared for every 
objection
‣Eliminate all the objections and the only thing you have 
left is yes. 
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Objections
1. How do I know you haven’t cherry 

picked the leads?
2. How do I know it’s really coming from 

a motivated seller?
3. How do I know they are recent leads?
4. How do I know you are not selling 

them to 10 others?
5. How many other people have you 

talked to about this?
6. What’s the max number of investors 

you’ll do this for?
7. I’d rather just pay you for a lead after I 

look at it, is that possible?
8. Have you done this before? Am I the 

guinea pig?
9. What kinds of leads have you gotten 

before?
10. Why are you not doing the deals 

yourself with a partner or hard money 
lender or your own money?

74

11. Did you just get out of a seminar?
12. How do you personally make money 

doing this?
13. Do I have to pay something up front?
14. Why don’t you just send yellow 

letters and have them go to my 
website?

15. Will you give me the first one for free 
so I can test it?

16. How are you generating the leads? 
(what’s your secret?)

17. What neighborhoods/zip codes are 
you marketing to?

18. How do I know the seller’s are really 
motivated?

19. How much information will I get on a 
lead? What will the lead look like?

20. Is there a minimum time commitment 
for buying leads from you?
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How do I know you haven’t cherry 
picked the leads?

‣All the leads are captured by a 
website and a computerized program 
distributes blind leads out in a round 
robin fashion to the lead subscribers. 
Nobody except the lead buyer sees 
the actual lead. 
‣The system is designed specifically to 
protect the integrity of the leads.
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How do I know it’s coming from a 
motivated seller?

‣There’s never a guarantee when you do 
marketing.  Our marketing just tells people we 
want to buy their house.  We use marketing that’s 
likely to generate motivated sellers (divorce, 
probate, bankruptcy, etc.). 
‣As you know, marketing is a numbers game where 
you get a lot of different leads (with different 
equity positions and motivation levels), you can’t 
guarantee the quality of each lead.  If every lead 
was a highly motivated seller with 50% equity who 
had to sell their house at half price, then these 
leads would cost $10K/each instead of $50/each
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How do I know they are  recent leads?

‣Old leads are of little value to anyone
‣All leads are forwarded immediately 
from the website
‣It would be obvious to you when you 
speak to them if the lead was old
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How do I know you’re not selling it to 
10 others?

‣The leads go into a patent pending system 
and they are each distributed to 1 co-op 
member
‣It is possible that the seller went to multiple 
websites or that one of the lead sources that 
the lead originally came from shared the lead 
with other people, but the co-op does not 
share the lead with anybody else
‣It’s up to you to call the lead immediately 
before that seller finds someone else to do 
business with
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How many other people have you talked 
to about this? What’s their success?

‣My partner has generated literally 10s 
of thousands of leads for many 
different investors that have 
collectively done over 1000 
transactions generating several million 
dollars in profits. 
‣{I’m personally a little new to this 
service. So far, I’ve only proposed it to 
x people}
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What’s the maximum number of 
investors you’ll invite? (Exclusivity)

‣It depends on how many leads we can 
generate.  Obviously it would be 
better for us to generate more leads 
for a smaller group of people.
‣If we don’t have enough leads, then 
we won’t invite anymore investors
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I’d rather pay for the lead after I look 
at them, is that an option?

‣I’d rather pay for a lottery ticket after I 
scratch the numbers off.  If you find a 
place to do that, let me know.  
Seriously, you can’t look at them 
before you pay for them.
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Have you ever done this before?  Am I 
the guinea pig?

‣My partner and mentor, Phill Grove, has 
been doing this for many years.  They’ve 
generated tens of thousands of leads 
generating millions of dollars in profit. 
‣{Think of me like a sales person for Coke.  
Yes, this is the first can of coke that I’ve 
sold, but it’s the formula, not the sales 
person. But like Coke, my partner has 
been in this business for a long time and 
helped a lot of people with it.}
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What kinds of leads have you gotten 
with this program so far?

‣My partner has generated tens of 
thousands of leads of every variety.  We 
are constantly trying new mailing lists and 
services to try and get the best quality 
leads at the lowest prices. That’s what the 
co-op is all about!
‣Leads are like lottery tickets, you’ll get 
crappy leads from non-motivated sellers in 
the boondocks and motivated leads from 
central city sellers - you just don’t know.  
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Why are you not doing these deals 
yourself?

‣ I’m starting up an investing business and at this point I’s part of 
a network that has more leads than time to follow up on them.  
‣As I build my business I’m sure I’ll be using these leads myself.  

I’ll be using the system that captures and distributes the leads 
and I’ll be in the same pool of investors getting the same blind 
leads as everyone else.  
‣ I’m also making money just with my lead business.
‣ By the way, when I do get a lead that I can negotiate into a 

deal, I will be looking for people to wholesale it to or partner 
with.  I’m hoping to go back to some of the people that are in 
the co-op as potential customers 
‣ {I’m really focused right now on building relationships with the 

right people.  With the right relationships in place, I’ll definitely 
be looking to grow my relationships and partner down the 
road.}
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Did you just get out of a seminar?

‣No.
‣{Note: If they ask you this question, 
you have not done your job of 
developing the relationship before 
trying to sell them something.  Go 
directly to jail, do not pass Go, do not 
collect your $200....  You need to make 
sure you’ve given them some value 
before you try to sell them something.}
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How do you personally make money 
doing this? Enough to survive?

‣Obviously, like any marketing services company, we 
try to generate leads for more than we sell them for 
and make a little margin along the way.
‣ I’m also in the process of building this business 
hoping to build relationships with other investors 
that may want to buy deals, partner, or get involved 
in other types of profitable transactions together
‣My visions is that if I’m providing you leads that 
make you money, in the future you may want to buy 
deals from me, partner or even sell me some of 
your deals.  Networking is a key part of becoming a 
real estate investor
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Are there any upfront fees?

‣(Note: If they are asking this question, 
they are sold on the idea, now you 
just have to focus on not losing 
them...)
‣If you want to be part of a co-op, you 
just pay for the leads, nothing else.
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Why don’t you just send out yellow 
letters and have them go to my website?

‣There are probably other services that do 
things like that.  But that’s not the business 
we are in.
‣We have many different marketing campaigns 
that are collecting leads into a central 
repository.  We sell the leads we don’t sell the 
letters to generate the leads.
‣This is a leads done for you service, not a 
marketing done for you.  We generate the 
actual leads, not the letters that may or may 
not generate leads.
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Will you give me the first one for free 
so I can test it?

‣That’s kind of like asking the gas 
station to give you your first lottery 
ticket for free.  They cost a lot of 
money to generate, we can’t give 
them away for free.
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How are you generating leads? What’s 
the secret sauce?

‣A lot of the leads come from Yellow Letter 
Marketing to non-owner occupied sellers.  We 
also have access to other proprietary lists 
(divorce, probate, bankruptcy).  We also have 
access to online lead generation services.  We 
are constantly searching for the highest 
quality leads for the lowest dollar/lead.  There 
are a variety of national lead wholesalers that 
sell leads through proprietary networks that 
we have access to and some of our leads 
come from these sources.
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How do I know they are self-qualified 
leads that are really motivated?

‣We are doing Yellow Letter Marketing 
saying that “We buy houses”.  That 
messaging has been proven to 
generate high quality, motivated 
seller leads.  Like any marketing you 
are also going to capture tire kickers, 
unmotivated sellers and people that 
are curious.  It’s a numbers game.  
The only way to win is to actually play.
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What zip codes/neighborhoods are you 
marketing to?

‣Our marketing targets motivated sellers in the 
{X (city) area}.  Some of our online marketing 
can’t get anymore specific than that.  Some of 
our leads come from online services and there’s 
no way to know precisely where they are.  Every 
once in a blue moon, we might get someone 
who’s not even in our area.  
‣That being said, for our direct mail marketing, 
we target neighborhoods that our subscribers 
are most interested in.  If you want to give me 
your favorite zip codes I’ll try to focus on those 
as best I can.
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What will the lead look like? How much 
information will I get on them?

‣(Note: At this point they are sold, now 
don’t screw it up!)
‣At a minimum, the lead will contain the 
name, phone number, email, and property 
address.  This will allow you to do some 
research on them before calling them.
‣We also attempt to collect many 
additional pieces of information from the 
seller.  However, some sellers will fill out 
the entire form, while others won’t.
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Is there a Minimum Time Commitment 
to buy leads from you?

‣You sign up for how many leads you 
want per month and you can cancel at 
any time.  I’ll just assume that you’ll 
stay there until you cancel or change 
the amount.
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How do I pay?
‣I’ll send you an invoice via PayPal
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Bottom Line Overcoming Objections

‣Share the vision
‣By building a marketing co-op, we are not only helping 
the members to build their businesses, but we are 
creating an network for investors to buy and sell 
properties among each other, and we’d love to have 
you as a part of that network
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Section 4 Homework
‣Identify 10 prospects for joining your 
marketing co-op (and buyer’s list)
‣Review (and practice) the 2-call telephone 
script (develop your own version)
‣Call your 10 prospects!
‣See if you can get some of them signed up!

‣Note: Next week/module we start 
marketing for the co-op
‣Base Camp 1 - The Lead Broker Business
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TRAP ALERT!!!
‣Don’t be afraid to CALL PEOPLE...
‣Everyone sucks at this... at first... but it gets easy FAST
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Relational Capital = Results 
‣Each week we will ask you to call 10 more 
people
‣By week 12, that’s 120 people!
‣If the average net worth is only $100,000/
head, you will have built a $12M network
‣Tip: If you build STRONG relationships 
with ~5 high-net worth people, that will 
make all the difference
‣Your net worth = your network
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Today’s Training

1.Getting Started
2.Branding
3.Infrastructure
4.Relational Capital
5.Review Homework
6.Accountability
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Review
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Section 1 Homework
‣Log into REIMatcher.com and get familiar 
with where everything is. Start using it!
‣Block out TIME on your schedule for 
‣Weekly training (2 hours)

‣Weekly Q/A (2 hours)

‣Weekly homework (2-3 hours)

‣Extra Credit (up to an additional 10+ hours)

‣Verify you have access to: REIMatcher, 
Big Dog Training, Business Launcher, etc. 
‣If anything does not work, call for help
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Section 2 Homework
‣Select 3 names for your seller, 
investor, and buyer brands
‣Give yourself 45 minutes per name... you can change it 
later (if you get a better name), but we gotta move fast!

‣Buy the URLs 
‣www.Bluehost.com, or other  (~$13/ea)

‣Set up an LLC
‣http://www.startbizhere.com/   ($45 + filing fees)
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Section 3 Homework
‣Complete Business Launcher profile 
form (ASAP)
‣Explore Google Apps
‣Optional: Explore Google Voice
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Section 4 Homework
‣Identify 10 prospects for joining your 
marketing co-op (and buyer’s list)
‣Review (and practice) the 2-call telephone 
script (develop your own version)
‣Call your 10 prospects!
‣See if you can get some of them signed up!

‣Note: Next module we start marketing for 
the co-op
‣Base Camp 1 - The Lead Broker Business
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Extra Credit
‣Set up your social media: Facebook, 
LinkedIN, Google+
‣Add your investors to your social networks

‣Go through the RE-volution training
‣ It’s about 20 hours, total
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Tips
‣Focus!
‣Block out time (in day timer) for this expedition

‣Avoid time traps: social media cruising, email, TV...
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Today’s Training

1.Getting Started
2.Branding
3.Infrastructure
4.Relational Capital
5.Review Homework
6.Accountability
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6. Accountability
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‣Your Accountability “Concierge”, 
(Nancy, Brittney, Chris, etc.) will be 
checking up on you...
‣Please have your homework 
completed before next week!
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Next Module
‣Base Camp 1 - Lead Broker Business
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